Abstract It is well-recognized that the main factor that hinders the applications of Association Rules (ARs) is the huge number of ARs returned by the mining process. In this paper, we propose an effective solution that presents concise mining results by eliminating the redundancy in the set of ARs. We adopt the concept of δ-tolerance to define the set of δ-Tolerance ARs (δ-TARs), which is a concise representation for the set of ARs. The notion of δ-tolerance is a relaxation on the closure defined on the support of frequent itemsets, thus allowing us to effectively prune the redundant ARs. We devise a set of inference rules, with which we prove that the set of δ-TARs is a non-redundant representation of ARs. In addition, we prove that the set of ARs that is derived from the δ-TARs by the inference rules is sound and complete. We also develop a compact tree structure called the δ-TAR tree, which facilitates the efficient generation of the δ-TARs and derivation of other ARs. Experimental results verify the efficiency of using the δ-TAR tree to generate the δ-TARs and to query the ARs. The set of δ-TARs is shown to be significantly smaller than the state-of-the-art concise representations of ARs. In addition, the approximation on the support and confidence of the ARs derived from the δ-TARs are highly accurate.
Introduction
Association Rule (AR) Mining (Agrawal et al. 1993 ) is recognized as one of the fundamental data mining tasks and has a wide range of applications (Li et al. 2001; Geurts et al. 2003; Yin and Han 2003; Yang et al. 2004; Fonseca et al. 2005; Thabtah and Cowling 2007; Kumar et al. 2007 ). Over the last decade, many efficient algorithms have been proposed for mining ARs (see a comprehensive survey by Ceglar and Roddick (2006) ). However, an intrinsic problem of mining ARs is that a prohibitively large number of rules can be easily generated, even in the case of a relatively high minimum support threshold, σ . The massive size of the mining result makes further analysis very difficult, thus severely restricting the practical usage of ARs. For example, on mining the dataset pumsb * (FIMI Dataset Repository, 2003) at σ = 30% and ς = 80%, where σ and ς are the minimum support and confidence thresholds, respectively, we obtain 213,274,268 ARs. When we slightly lower σ to 20%, the problem already becomes intractable. Based on the number of frequent itemsets, we estimate that the space required to hold the ARs will be more than 140TB.
Previous work (Zaki 2004; Li and Hamilton 2004; Goethals et al. 2005 ) has shown that the majority of the ARs are redundant and proposed to remove the redundant ARs. However, the set of ARs returned by their proposals is still large and inefficient for more advanced analysis.
In our prior work (Cheng et al. 2006 ), we propose δ-Tolerance Frequent Itemsets (δ-TCFIs), which is a concise representation for the set of Frequent Itemsets (FIs). In this paper, we adopt the concept of δ-TCFI to define a concise representation for the set of ARs, called δ-Tolerance Association Rules (δ-TARs). We illustrate the concept of δ-TAR by the following example. Figure 1 shows 15 FIs (represented as nodes) that are generated from a database excerpt, where abcd is the abbreviation of the itemset {a, b, c, d} and the number following ":" is the frequency of abcd. The number on each edge is computed as d = (1 − frequency of Y frequency of X ), where Y is X's smallest proper superset that has the greatest frequency. The concept of δ-TCFI is to prune X if d ≤ δ. For example, if we set δ = 0.04, then the set of δ-TCFIs is {abcd, bcd, bd, b}, i.e., the bold nodes in Fig. 1 .
Example 1
The 15 FIs generate 50 ARs of confidence no less than 75%; however, the majority of these ARs carries similar information and are hence redundant. By adopting the concept of δ-TCFI, we can convert the tree in Fig. 1 into a much smaller tree as shown in Fig. 2 . From this condensed tree, we obtain a very concise set of ARs, i.e., the set of δ-TARs, which consists of only six ARs, as defined by the six edges in Fig. 2 . The rest of the 44 ARs can be derived from the δ-TARs if the user demands.
In many applications, the set of all ARs is too large to be handled by the user, as reported by (Zaki 2004; Li and Hamilton 2004; Goethals et al. 2005) . Thus, it is more beneficial to give a small and concise set of ARs and allow the user to derive extra information when needed. For this purpose, we propose a set of inference rules to derive other ARs from the δ-TARs on demand. The support and confidence of the derived ARs are approximated from those of the δ-TARs and the approximation is controlled by the parameter δ. With the inference rules, we prove that the set of δ-TARs is non-redundant, which means that no δ-TAR can be derived from other δ-TARs by applying the inference rules. More importantly, we show that the set of ARs derived from the δ-TARs is sound and complete with respect to the set of all ARs with support at least σ ; that is, the two sets of ARs are equivalent.
To efficiently generate the set of δ-TARs, we propose the δ-TAR tree, the set of edges of which defines the set of δ-TARs. The δ-TAR tree also serves as the supporting data structure for the efficient derivation of ARs by the inference rules. In addition, we can efficiently query the δ-TCFIs and related FIs using the δ-TAR tree. If the user requires, we can also recover the set of all FIs by traversing the δ-TAR tree only once. An example of a δ-TAR tree is shown in Fig. 2 , from which we can not only obtain the set of δ-TARs and derive all other ARs efficiently by following the paths, but can also obtain the set of δ-TCFIs (which are the bold nodes) and recover all FIs. We devise an efficient algorithm to construct the δ-TAR tree from the set of δ-TCFIs. In addition, we design an inverted index to facilitate the querying of the δ-TAR tree. With the inverted index, we can efficiently recover the FIs and ARs, with their support and confidence, relevant to some δ-TCFIs and δ-TARs that are of interest to the user. We compare our algorithm of mining δ-TARs with the algorithms for mining the following state-of-the-art concise representations of ARs: Closed ARs (Zaki 2004), Basic ARs (Li and Hamilton 2004) , and Non-Derivable ARs (Goethals et al. 2005) . While the algorithms are all efficient (there are no clear winners), the set of δ-TARs is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than the other three sets of rules (and is five to six orders of magnitude smaller than the set of all ARs). We also demonstrate that using the δ-TAR tree to derive the ARs and to query the δ-TCFIs/FIs returns the results instantly. The approximate support and confidence of the derived ARs are shown to be highly accurate.
Organization The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give the related work and some preliminaries of mining FIs and ARs in Sects. 2 and 3. Section 4 defines the notion of δ-TCFI. Section 5 defines the δ-TAR tree and the δ-TARs. Section 6 presents the algorithms for building and querying the δ-TAR tree. Then, Sect. 7 reports the experimental results and Sect. 8 concludes the paper.
Related work
There are a number of proposals that address the redundancy problem of ARs. Kryszkiewicz (1998) and Bastide et al. (2000) define non-redundant ARs to be those that have minimal antecedents and maximal consequents. However, this type of ARs may not be useful to applications that aim at finding all possible causes of some phenomenons. Moreover, the number of such ARs can still be very large. Aggarwal and Yu (2001) define a set of ARs to be redundant if they can be derived from an AR that has lower support and confidence. However, the support and confidence of the derived ARs cannot be recovered. Zaki (2004) defines a set of non-redundant ARs, called closed ARs, based on the set of closed FIs. The number of closed ARs is linear to the number of closed FIs, which can be large for sparse and large datasets. Li and Hamilton (2004) 
. Basic ARs are restricted to have only one item in the consequent. Recently, Goethals et al. (2005) propose non-derivable ARs using the same inclusion-exclusion principle of the non-derivable FIs (Calders and Goethals 2002) . The confidence of a derivable AR is obtained from the confidence and support of all its proper subrules. As shown in our experiments, the three sets of rules mentioned above are still much larger than the set of δ-TARs. Pasquier et al. (2005) also adopt the concept of closed FIs (Pasquier et al. 1999 ) to propose a concise representation of ARs, called min-max ARs, which are ARs that have minimal antecedent and maximal consequent. They show that the min-max ARs constitute a basis, from which all ARs can be deduced by generating all the sub-rules. We are also aware of the recent work by (Palshikar et al. 2007 ), which reduces the number of ARs by the concept of heavy itemsets, where an itemset is heavy if all possible ARs (for given support and confidence values) made up of the items only in the itemset are present.
The concept of δ-TCFI is proposed in our previous work (Cheng et al. 2006 ). This concept has been successfully applied to query graph databases (Cheng et al. 2007a ) and other possible applications include redundancy elimination in mining time series data (Mörchen and Ultsch 2007) and data stream mining (Cheng et al. 2007b ). This paper applies the concept to remove redundant ARs. We also propose the δ-TAR tree to efficiently query the δ-TCFIs and recover all or only the relevant FIs.
Using concise representations for interactive AR mining is also proposed in (Jeudy and Boulicaut 2002) , which applies free-sets (Boulicaut et al. 2003 ) to achieve a much smaller cache for optimizing AR queries in an interactive process. While caching can also be applied using δ-TCFIs, this paper proposes the δ-TAR tree to support efficient interactive AR querying. It is also possible to further reduce the number of rules by pruning non-actionable rules as proposed by Liu et al. (2001) .
Preliminaries
Let I = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } be a set of items. An itemset (also called a pattern) is a non-empty subset of I. A transaction is an itemset. We say that a transaction
Let D be a database of transactions. The frequency of an itemset X, denoted as freq (X) , is the number of transactions in D that support X. The support of X, denoted as supp(X), is defined as
freq(X)
|D| , where |D| is the number of trans-
is a user-specified minimum support threshold.
Let F be the set of all FIs. An itemset X is a Maximal Frequent Itemset (MFI) (Bayardo 1998) (Pasquier et al. 1999) 
An Association Rule (AR) is defined as an implication of the form X ⇒ (Y−X), where X and Y are itemsets, X = ∅ and X ⊂ Y. Let r = (X ⇒ (Y−X)). We call X the antecedent of r and (Y − X) the consequent of r. The support of r, denoted as supp(r), is defined as supp(Y) and the confidence of r, denoted as conf (r), is defined as supp (Y) supp(X) . Given F, it is straightforward to generate the set of ARs that have support no less than σ . Similar to the use of σ , a user-specified minimum confidence threshold, ς , where 0 ≤ ς ≤ 1, is also used to generate ARs with confidence no less than ς .
δ-Tolerance closed frequent itemsets
In this section, we first define the notion of δ-Tolerance Closed Frequent Itemsets (δ-TCFIs), which is essential for the definition of δ-TAR in Sect. 5 .
, where δ(0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) is a user-specified support tolerance factor. Let T (δ), or simply T when δ is clear in the context, be the set of δ-TCFIs.
Intuitively, each δ-TCFI defines a closure, which is a relaxation on the closure of a CFI controlled by the parameter δ. To be more specific, the set of 0-TCFIs is equivalent to the set of CFIs, while the set of 1-TCFIs is the set of MFIs. The following example illustrates the concepts of δ-TCFI.
Example 2 Referring to the 15 FIs in Fig. 1 
The set of 0.07-TCFIs is {bd, abcd}. The set of 1-TCFIs, i.e., the set of MFIs, is {abcd}; while the set of 0-TCFIs, i.e., the set of CFIs, contains all the 15 FIs.
We now define some terms which help to define the concept of δ-TAR.
Given X ∈ (F − T ), an FI Y is the closest superset of X if Y is X's superset that has one more item than X and that has support at least ((1 − δ) · supp(X)), and Y has the greatest support among all other such supersets of X. When there are more than one such superset of X, we determine the closest superset of X by the lexicographic order.
Given X, we can follow a path of closest supersets and finally reach the closest superset that is a δ-TCFI. We define this δ-TCFI superset as the closest δ-TCFI superset of X as follows.
With Definition 3, we further define the closure of a δ-TCFI as follows. The following example illustrates the concept of the closure of a δ-TCFI.
Example 3 Referring to Fig. 1 , when δ = 0.04, the closest superset of a is ac, that of ac is acd and that of acd is abcd. Thus, a, ac and acd are recursively bounded by δ and included in the closure of abcd. For the two supersets of ab that have the same frequency (or support), abc is the closest superset of ab since abc is ordered before abd.
The FI abcd is the closest δ-TCFI superset of all FIs in S = {a, ab, ac, ad, abc, abd, acd}; in other words, CLOS(abcd) = S, clos(abcd, 3) = {a}, clos (abcd, 2) = {ab, ac, ad}, and clos(abcd, 1) = {abc, abd, acd}. Similarly, we have CLOS(bcd) = {c, bc, cd}.
Given Y ∈ T , we define the support extension of Y as follows.
The support extension provides an accurate mechanism for estimating the support of the FIs recovered from a δ-TCFI. We define the support estimation of an FI as follows. Thus, the support of abc, abd and acd are estimated as (supp(abcd) · ext(abcd, 1)) = ( 1.03 × supp(abcd) ), and the support of ab, ac and ad are estimated as (supp(abcd) · ext(abcd, 2)) = (1.07 × supp(abcd)).
δ-Tolerance association rules
In this section, we present the δ-Tolerance Association Rules (δ-TARs). First, in Sect. 5 .1 we present a set of ARs, R T F , which is generated from an FI tree, T F . We define three inference rules and apply them to show that the set of ARs derived from R T F is sound and complete. Next, in Sect. 5 .2 we present the δ-TAR tree, T δ , which generates the set of δ-TARs, R δ . We then define the fourth inference rule which is specifically for the derivation of ARs from R δ . Then, in Sect. 5.3 we employ the result of Sect. 5.1 to prove that R δ is non-redundant, and the set of ARs derived from R δ is sound and complete. Finally, in Sect. 5.4 we analyze the error bound of the support and confidence of the derived ARs.
FI tree and FI-tree-based association rules
We first define the term FI-parent, which will be used in the definition of the FI tree. Given
We define the FI tree as follows.
Definition 7 (FI tree) Given F, we define an FI tree,
-V F is the set of vertices, defined as V F = F ∪ {γ }, where the root γ = {x :
The root γ , which represents the set of frequent items, is needed to connect the disconnected components in T F , if the set of frequent items is not an FI. In the following discussion, we also show that γ is needed to ensure the completeness of the AR derivation.
Example 5
If F is the set of 15 FIs shown in Fig. 1 , then T F is the tree in Fig. 1 , where γ = abcd.
From T F , we generate the following set of ARs, denoted as R T F .
Definition 8 (FI-tree-based association rules)
Given an FI tree T F , the set of FI-Tree-Based ARs, R T F , is defined as
where the support and confidence of each r = (X ⇒ (Y − X)) ∈ R T F are defined as follows:
We set supp(Y) = κ when Y = γ and γ / ∈ F, where κ is a non-zero number which is used to preserve the value of supp(X) in supp (Y) supp(X) for the derivation of other ARs (by Rule 2 defined below).
Let R be the set of all ARs that have support no less than
The support and confidence of the ARs in R γ are not correct since supp(γ ) is defined as a special value κ. Thus, R γ is regarded as a set of auxiliary ARs, which are only used as intermediate ARs to derive the ARs in R.
In the following discussion, we first define three inference rules to derive R from R T F . Then, we prove in Theorem 1 that the set of ARs derived from R T F excluding those ARs in R γ is sound and complete with respect to R.
Rule 1 (Transitivity derivation) Given two ARs r
where the support and confidence of r are defined as follows: Then, supp(r) and conf (r) are correctly defined, and r ∈ R or r ∈ R γ .
Lemma 1 Referring to Rule 1, let r
Lemma 1 shows that r 1 and r 2 can be in either R or R T F . This is because the inference rules are first applied on ARs from R T F and then recursively applied on the derived ARs to generate the complete set of ARs.
We now explain how to apply transitivity derivation in a more intuitive way with the help of T F . However, we note that we actually operate on R T F and the use of T F here is only to give a clear relationship between r 1 and r 2 . Since r 1 and r 2 are defined by two adjacent edges, (X ∪ Y, X) and (X ∪ Y ∪ Z, X ∪ Y), in T F , we can follow a path in T F and apply transitivity derivation recursively to generate more ARs, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 6 Referring to Example 5, let r 1 = (b ⇒ d), r 2 = (bd ⇒ c) and r 3 = (bcd ⇒ a). We can derive r 4 = (b ⇒ cd) from r 1 and r 2 , where
supp (b) . From r 4 and r 3 , we can further derive 
Lemma 2 Referring to Rule 2, let r 1 , r 2 ∈ (R T F ∪ R). Then, supp(r) and conf (r)
are correctly defined, and r ∈ R.
Next, since r 2 ∈ (R T F ∪ R), Z ∈ F and hence supp(Z) ≥ σ , which implies that supp(r) ≥ σ and r ∈ R.
We use T F again to explain how to apply pseudo-transitivity derivation. Referring to T F , the condition (X ∪ Y) = (Z ∪ W) suggests that pseudotransitivity derivation is not applied on ARs formed from edges on the same path. Instead, pseudo-transitivity allows us to derive an AR from edges on two different paths that share the same root. The condition (X ∪ Y) = (Z ∪ W) is satisfied by applying transitivity derivation on the edges on each path up to the common root of the two paths. This also explains the need of the common root γ as to ensure all ARs can be generated.
Example 7 Consider the derivation of the AR r = (b ⇒ ac). We first apply transitivity derivation from b up to abcd to obtain r 1 = (b ⇒ acd) as done in Example 6. Then, we obtain r by applying pseudo-transitivity derivation on r 1 and r 2 , where r 2 = (abc ⇒ d), and we have supp(r) =
To ensure the completeness of AR derivation, we also need the following inference rule.
Rule 3 (Reflexivity derivation) Given an AR r = (X ⇒ Y), reflexivity derivation generates r itself, where supp(r) and conf (r) remain unchanged.

Lemma 3 Referring to Rule 3, let r ∈ (R T F ∪ R). Then, supp(r) and conf (r) are correctly defined, and r
Proof It is trivial that supp(r) and conf (r) are correctly defined. If r ∈ R T F and r / ∈ R γ , then supp(r) = supp(X ∪ Y) ≥ σ and hence r ∈ R. For the other cases, r ∈ R or r ∈ R γ .
We now prove that the set of ARs derived from R T F excluding those ARs in R γ is sound and complete with respect to R.
Then, R is sound and complete with respect to R, that is, R = R.
Proof According to 
is an ancestor of X in T F , we can derive r by applying transitivity derivation on the
We first apply transitivity derivation on the two paths, X, .
Then, we obtain r by applying pseudo-transitivity derivation on r 1 and r 2 . If r ∈ R T F , then we obtain r by applying reflexivity derivation. Since ∀r ∈ R, r can be derived from R T F by applying R, the result R ⊆ R thus follows.
δ-Tolerance association rule tree and δ-tolerance association rules
Although we can derive R from R T F , the size of R T F is the same as the size of F. We next show that the majority of the vertices in V F that correspond to the FIs in (F − T ) are redundant. Since T is orders of magnitude smaller than F, we can significantly compress T F if the redundant vertices and their corresponding edges are concisely represented. Thus, we define a new tree based on T instead of F.
The new tree is called the δ-Tolerance Association Rule tree (δ-TAR tree), as from which we derive the set of δ-Tolerance Association Rules.
We first define the term δ-TCFI-parent, which will be used in the definition of the δ-TAR tree. Given
Definition 9 (δ-Tolerance association rule tree) The δ-Tolerance Association Rule tree (δ-TAR tree), denoted as
, are defined as follows:
T δ consists of both δ-TCFIs and FIs, i.e., V T and V b . For each edge (Y, X) ∈ E T , X's parent, Y, is X's smallest superset in T that has the greatest support and is lexicographically ordered before all other X's supersets in T that have the same support and size as Y.
The set of vertices V b is called the set of border vertices, since given Y ∈ T , all X ∈ CLOS(Y) are contained between Y's border vertices and Y. Therefore, given X which is a border vertex of Y, then all X , where X ⊂ X ⊂ Y, are redundant because they are FIs contained between X and Y and can be easily enumerated.
We note that in some rare cases, there may be some X between X and Y that is not in CLOS(Y). This causes a problem, since X may be enumerated more than once and the support of the X enumerated elsewhere may be different. In such a case, we may choose the greater support as the estimated support of X .
Compared with T F , a huge number of redundant vertices in T F , as well as their incident edges, are eliminated from T δ . Thus, T δ is a significantly smaller tree than T F . The following example helps illustrate the idea of T δ .
Example 8 Let δ = 0.04, Fig. 3 shows the δ-TAR tree, T δ , of our running example (the root γ = abcd). Referring to Example 3, only a ∈ CLOS(abcd) is a border vertex. The FIs in (CLOS(abcd) − {a}), i.e., {ab, ac, ad, abc, abd, acd}, are redundant and can be represented concisely by the edge (abcd, a) . We can also find another border vertex c in CLOS(bcd); thus, from the edge (bcd, c) we can enumerate the redundant FIs bc and cd.
The δ-TAR tree is the supporting data structure for the efficient application of the inference rules, which allow users to derive more ARs on demand. We can also query the δ-TCFIs and their related FIs efficiently using T δ , as well as recover all FIs with only one scan of T δ . Most importantly, the δ-TARs are directly generated from T δ .
Definition 10 (δ-Tolerance association rules) Given T δ , we define the set of δ-Tolerance Association Rules (δ-TARs) as
where the support and confidence of each r = (X ⇒ (Y − X)) ∈ R δ are defined as follows:
The following example shows the set of δ-TARs of our running example.
Example 9 Given T δ in Fig. 3 , we obtain (1, 1.03, 1.07, 1.11) (1, 1.03, 1.07) is a list (ext(r, 0), ext(r, 1) , . . . , ext(r, m) ), where m = (|Y| − |X|) and ext(r, i) is defined as follows:
We remark that rule analysis is often processed with the help of an efficient data structure such as T δ ; thus, the support extension is not explicitly required, since we can simply compute the support and confidence of an AR using the support extension of the δ-TCFIs in T δ .
Given R δ , we now can apply transitivity derivation and pseudo-transitivity derivation to derive more ARs when demanded. However, a large number of redundant edges in T F are eliminated and not present in T δ . Thus, we need one more inference rule to derive the ARs that are generated from these eliminated edges in T F . Then, supp(r) and conf (r) are correctly defined, and r ∈ R.
Rule 4 (Closure derivation) Given r
1 = (X ⇒ (Y − X)) ∈ R δ ,
Lemma 4 Referring to Rule 4, let r
We illustrate closure derivation by the following example.
Example 10 In Fig. 3 , the numbers in the two brackets on the two edges, (a, abcd) and (c, bcd), are the support extensions of the two ARs r 1 and r 6 (defined in Example 9), respectively.
By closure derivation, we can derive 18 ARs of the form (Z ⇒ (W − Z)) from r 1 = (a ⇒ bcd), where a ⊆ Z ⊂ W ⊆ abcd. Consider two of these derived ARs, r 11 = (ab ⇒ cd) and r 12 = (ab ⇒ c). 06 . Likewise, we can derive 4 ARs from r 6 = (c ⇒ bd) by closure derivation.
Non-redundancy, soundness and completeness
In this subsection, we prove that R δ is non-redundant and that the set of all ARs derived from R δ by Rules 1-4 excluding those ARs in R γ is sound and complete with respect to R. We first define non-redundancy as follows.
Definition 12 (Non-redundancy) Let R be a set of ARs. R is non-redundant if ∀r ∈ R, r cannot be derived by applying Rules 1-4 on any other ARs in R.
∈ F} with respect to γ in T δ . Proof We first prove that R δ is non-redundant.
Theorem 2 Given
Suppose to the contrary that ∃r ∈ R δ such that r can be derived from some other ARs in R δ . Let r = (X ⇒ Y). Since r ∈ R δ , we have X ∈ V δ and X is unique in V δ . Thus, if we can derive r from other ARs in R δ without using r (and hence X in V δ ), then we must first generate an AR, r , with X as its antecedent by closure derivation. Then, we generate r by applying R on r and other ARs in R δ . However, X ∈ V δ means that X is in the closure of a δ-TCFI only if X is a border vertex, which implies that no AR with X as its antecedent can be generated by closure derivation (unless from r itself). Thus, r cannot be generated from other ARs in R δ and this leads to a contradiction. Now, we prove that R is sound and complete with respect to R. First, according to Lemma 4, all ARs derived from R δ by closure derivation are in R. Since ∀r ∈ R δ , r ∈ R or r ∈ R γ , it follows from Lemmas 1 to 3 that R is sound with respect to R.
We prove the completeness by applying the result of Theorem 1. We first show that R T F can be derived from
∈ V δ , then X and Y must be in the closure of some δ-TCFIs, X and Y , and we can apply closure derivation to derive the ARs X ⇒ (X − X) and Y ⇒ (Y − Y). Then, we can derive r by applying transitivity derivation and pseudo-transitivity derivation on the paths from X and Y to the common ancestor of (X ∪ Y ) in T δ . In a similar way, we can derive r from R δ for the other three cases:
R δ is significantly smaller than R since the majority of the ARs in R are redundant. As shown in Example 9, there are only six ARs in R δ while there are 50 ARs in R. We derive a bound on the size of R δ with respect to that of R as follows.
Theorem 3 Let l be the size of the largest FI in F. Then,
Proof In the worst case, F = T and T δ becomes as big as T F , which implies that |R δ | = |F|. Since |R| is O (|F| · 2 l ) , we obtain the bound.
Theorem 3 gives the worst-case upper bound on the number of δ-TARs. However, this worst case is extremely rare. In the average case, |R δ | = O(|T |) and thus
|T | . It should also be noted that |T | is already orders of magnitude smaller than |F| in most cases.
Error bound of support and confidence of δ-TARs and derived ARs
In this subsection, we analyze the error bound of the support and the confidence of a δ-TAR and of a derived AR. For clarity of presentation, up to now we have not distinguished between the exact and the estimated support and confidence of a δ-TAR/AR. To derive the error bound, we use supp(r) and conf (r) as the exact support and confidence of a δ-TAR/AR, r, and supp(r) and conf (r) as the estimated support and confidence of r. To avoid confusion, we may assume that the support and confidence of the δ-TARs/ARs discussed before this subsection are all estimated.
We first give the error bound of the estimated support and confidence of a δ-TAR.
Theorem 4 Given r
Then, the following expressions are true.
, from which follows the result of Part (a). We now prove Part (b). If X ∈ V T , then X ∈ T and hence supp(X) = supp(X).
Next, we give the error bounds of the estimated support and confidence of a derived AR. 
Theorem 5 Given r
Proof The error bound on the estimated support of r is the same as the error bound on the estimated frequency of Y defined in Lemma 5 of (Cheng et al. 2006 ). Thus, the result of Part (a) follows.
The estimated confidence of r is supp(Y) supp(X)
. Let φ = (1 − δ). By Lemma 5 of (Cheng et al. 2006) , we have
The result of Part (b) thus follows.
Theorem 5 gives the worst-case bounds and does not consider the cases that X ∈ T and/or Y ∈ T , for which the error bounds on the estimated support and confidence of r are much lower since supp(X) and/or supp(Y) are exact when X ∈ T and/or Y ∈ T .
Constructing and querying δ-TAR tree
Given T δ , it is straightforward to generate R δ as well as to derive R. We can also recover F by traversing T δ only once. In this section, we present an efficient algorithm to construct T δ .
The algorithm for constructing T δ , BuildTree, is shown in Algorithm 1. Lines 3-4 create V T and Line 6 creates the root γ . Then, Line 8 finds the parent of each vertex in V T as defined in Definition 9 and creates E T and E γ . Line 9 computes the set of border vertices for each δ-TCFI and Line 11 creates V b and E b .
The algorithm is straightforward except Lines 8 and 9, which also determine the efficiency of the construction of T δ . To efficiently process Lines 8 and 9, we use a hashtable, Hashtable, and an inverted index in the construction of T δ . All vertices are hashed into Hashtable (Lines 5 and 12) based on the set of items in the FIs/δ-TCFIs, so that the vertices can be located in T δ instantly. However, Lines 8 and 9 also involve searching the superset of a δ-TCFI and the closest δ-TCFI superset of an FI, which cannot be processed with a hashtable. For this purpose, we introduce an inverted index to facilitate the efficient processing of the search operation.
Algorithm 1 BuildTree
Input: The set of δ-TCFIs T .
Output: The δ-TAR tree T δ . The construction of the ITI is straightforward and efficient. Given X ∈ T , where X = x 1 · · · x n , we add the pointer to the vertex X in T δ to the end of the NLA. Then, we add X's ID to the end of the size-n ID-array of each item x i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We can keep the IA in a hashtable so that we can access each x i in the IA instantly.
Sort the δ-TCFIs
The ID of X is simply assigned as the position of X's pointer stored in the NLA. Thus, the sorting of T performed at Line 1 of Algorithm 1 is to ensure an ordering on the IDs of the δ-TCFIs, so that the IDs in each ID-array are also automatically ordered. An example of an ITI is shown as follows.
Example 11 If δ = 0.03, then T = {b, c, bd, cd, ac, bcd, acd, abcd} (sorted). Figure 4 shows the corresponding ITI. For example, the pointer of acd is stored at NLA [5] ; thus, we have "5" in the size-3 ID-arrays of the items a, c and d, respectively.
Procedure 1 GetClosestSupset(X
Intersect the size-j ID-array of x i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
, where ID is the first ID obtained by the intersection (if any);
Given the ITI and X ∈ F, where X = x 1 · · · x n , we can efficiently find X's superset in T that has the highest support among all X's supersets in T . As shown in Procedure 1, we can find the superset of X by intersecting the size-j ID-arrays of each item x i , where j > n. According to the way that T is sorted and that the ID of a δ-TCFI is added to the ID-arrays, the first ID obtained by the intersection of the size-j ID-arrays is X's size-j superset that has the greatest support and is lexicographically ordered before all other X's size-j supersets with the same support. X's closest δ-TCFI superset is the superset that gives X the greatest estimated support (Line 5 of Procedure 1). When X is a δ-TCFI, we can also find X's smallest superset that has the greatest support among all other X's smallest supersets (Line 8 of Algorithm 1) by simply returning the first δ-TCFI obtained by the intersection.
The following example further illustrates how Procedure 1 is processed.
Example 12 Referring to the ITI in Example 11, if we want to find the closest δ-TCFI superset of ad, we intersect the size-3 ID-arrays of a and d and obtain the ID "5". Thus, we access acd in T δ via its pointer stored at Position 5 of the NLA. In the same way, we access abcd by intersecting the size-4 ID-arrays of a and d. Let N be the total number of transaction in the database we are referring to.
If we want to find the closest δ-TCFI superset of ab, we first intersect the size-3 ID-arrays of a and b. Since the intersection obtains no ID, we continue with the size-4 ID-arrays of a and b and obtain the ID "6". Thus, abcd is returned.
Procedure 2 ComputeBorder(Y)
no X's supersets can be border vertices and hence we can stop processing Y's subsets of size greater than |X|.
Example 13 Referring to the ITI in Example 11, we show how to compute the set of border vertices B of the δ-TCFI abcd. We start with the smallest subsets in CLOS(abcd), i.e., the size-2 subsets of abcd (δ = 0.03). We find that ac, bd and cd are δ-TCFIs using Hashtable and that ad and bc are in CLOS(acd) and CLOS(bcd) using the ITI. Thus, only ab is included in B. For the size-3 subsets of abcd, acd and bcd are found to be δ-TCFIs. The other two size-3 subsets of abcd, i.e., abc and abd, are also not included in B, since they are supersets of ab, which is already in B. Thus, only ab is returned as a border vertex of abcd.
Efficiency of ComputeBorder and GetClosestSupset
The bottom-up computation for the border vertices in ComputeBorder terminates in two or three levels in most cases. Since the number of border vertices is small, the cost of the subset testing in Line 4 of Procedure 2 is also small, while we keep the itemsets in B using a bit array to allow efficient subset testing. Thus, the most costly operation is still GetClosestSupset.
The efficiency of GetClosestSupset depends on the size of the ID-arrays to be intersected. The size of an ID-array is small in most cases, because the number of δ-TCFIs is small and each ID-array consists of only a local set of δ-TCFI supersets of an item of a specific size. Since the ID-arrays are ordered, we can employ binary search, instead of linear scan, for matching the IDs during the intersection. In our implementation, binary search is used only when the size of an ID-array is larger than a preset threshold. Moreover, since each intersection only needs to return the first ID, the process terminates early in most cases. The intersection also terminates when the end of any ID-array is reached. Thus, we can speed up the process by first sorting the ID-arrays to be intersected in ascending order of their size.
Querying δ-TAR tree
In practice, F and R are too large to be generated, to be kept in disk, and to be analyzed. Given T and R δ , applications may not actually demand to recover the whole sets of F and R. Instead, only a small portion of relevant FIs/ARs is required to be recovered each time. The δ-TAR tree T δ offers a practical way of generating and analyzing the FIs/ARs on demand: given some δ-TCFIs/δ-TARs of interest, we can efficiently retrieve/derive relevant patterns and rules from T δ for further analysis. In cases that an application demands the whole sets of ARs/FIs, we can also generate them from T δ . The δ-TAR tree, together with its two supporting structures, Hashtable and the ITI, provides very efficient and effective retrieval of relevant patterns and rules and allows the user to analyze the mining results in a more interactive way.
We note that the ITI can also be used to obtain all the subsets and supersets of an FI. Efficient processing of this operation is important for retrieving useful information such as, given X ∈ F, find the set of ARs in which X is the antecedent or the consequent. We can process this by modifying slightly Procedure 1. To obtain all δ-TCFI supersets of X, we do not terminate after we obtain the first ID but continue until the end of an ID-array is reached. To obtain all δ-TCFI subsets of X, for each j < |X|, the intersection returns the IDs that appear in the size-j ID-arrays of j items in X. Then, we can access the δ-TCFIs to derive other supersets and subsets of X that are not δ-TCFIs.
Experimental evaluation
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of δ-TARs as a concise representation of ARs, as well as the efficiency of our algorithm for mining δ-TARs. We run all experiments on an AMD Opteron 248 with 8GB RAM, running Linux 64-bit.
Datasets We conduct our experiments on the popularly used real datasets from (FIMI Dataset Repository 2003) . We choose three datasets with the following representative characteristics, which are true for a wide range of values of σ .
-pumsb * : the number of CFIs is orders of magnitude smaller than that of FIs, but is orders of magnitude larger than that of MFIs. -accidents (Geurts et al. 2003) : the number of CFIs is almost the same as that of FIs, and is orders of magnitude larger than that of MFIs. -mushroom: the number of CFIs is orders of magnitude smaller than that of FIs, but is only a few times larger than that of MFIs.
Among the real datasets, pumsb * and mushroom are dense datasets while accidents is a sparser dataset. Other information of the datasets is shown in Table 1 .
Experimental settings For all the experiments, we use our algorithm BuildTree to first construct the δ-TAR tree T δ and then generate the set of δ-TARs from T δ . The input to BuildTree, i.e., the set of δ-TCFIs, is computed by the algorithm MineTCFI proposed in (Cheng et al. 2006) . In all the experiments except Sect. 7.3, we set δ to be 0.05, 0.05, and 0.2 for pumsb * , accidents and mushroom, respectively, as recommended by (Cheng et al. 2006 ). We also verify in Sect. 7.3 that these settings of δ are good choices. We compare our δ-TARs with the following state-of-the-art concise representations of ARs: Closed ARs (Zaki 2004), Basic ARs (Li and Hamilton 2004) , and Non-Derivable ARs (NDARs) (Goethals et al. 2005 ).
Performance at different minimum confidence thresholds
We first report the results for the different values of ς , from 0 to 1. Figures 5-7 report the number of rules returned by each of the approaches. The results show that the number of δ-TARs is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the number of Closed ARs, Basic ARs and NDARs for both pumsb * and accidents, and is up to an order of magnitude smaller for mushroom. For accidents at ς = 1 as shown in Fig. 6 , we do not record any δ-TAR, Closed AR, or NDAR, although there are 16 ARs of confidence 1, which can be derived from other ARs. For reference, we remark that the number of δ-TARs is approximately six, three, and six orders of magnitude smaller than the number of all ARs, for the three datasets pumsb*, accidents, and mushroom, respectively. We are not able to obtain the Basic ARs for both pumsb * and mushroom. However, as reported in (Goethals et al. 2005) , the number of Basic ARs is larger than that of NDARs for the same set of datasets used (but at much larger σ ). Thus, we believe the number of Basic ARs is also orders of magnitude larger than that of δ-TARs. We report the number of Basic ARs for accidents in Fig. 6 as a reference. Figures 8-10 report the time and memory consumption for generating the respective rules. Since Closed ARs and NDARs are generated from the raw datasets directly instead of from the CFIs and NDIs, we also include the time and memory used to mine the δ-TCFIs.
Number of rules
Running time and memory consumption
As shown in the figures, there is no clear winner for both running time and memory usage. Mining δ-TARs is the fastest for pumsb * and accidents but is the slowest for mushroom, while the memory consumption of mining δ-TARs is the least for accidents but is the greatest for pumsb * and mushroom. However, the difference in the running time and the memory consumption is small and all the three algorithms are efficient in general. We also find that the time taken to generate the δ-TARs is roughly proportional to the number of δ-TCFIs, which is the input to build T δ . Since we first build T δ and then generate the δ-TARs, the time and the memory used for the different settings of ς is basically the same.
AR derivation and querying δ-TAR tree
We derive the set of all ARs of confidence greater than 0.6 using the T δ constructed in Sect. 7.1, for each of the three datasets. We compute the average time (i.e., total time divided by the number of ARs derived) taken to derive an AR, which is 5 × 10 −12 s, 56 × 10 −12 s, and 8 × 10 −12 s for pumsb * , accidents, and mushroom, respectively. The time is longer for accidents because accidents is sparser and hence more traversals on T δ are needed to derive the ARs.
To show the efficiency of querying T δ , we also compute the time for finding all ARs in which X is the antecedent or the consequent, for each X ∈ F. The average time taken to process each FI is recorded as 0sec (instant return of results) for all the three datasets. The result is surprising since a set of ARs is actually returned for each FI, but the processing time is smaller than that of deriving a single AR tested earlier. The main reason for the shorter running time is because we do not need to traverse T δ to find the subsets and supersets of X to determine whether X is the antecedent or the consequent; instead, we can very efficiently obtain the subsets and supersets of X using the ITI and then access the corresponding nodes in T δ directly. The result of this experiment thus reveals the efficiency of using the ITI and querying T δ .
Performance at different settings of δ
We assess the effect of different values of δ on the performance of mining δ-TARs. We set ς = 0 and σ to be 0.3, 0.3, and 0.03 for pumsb * , accidents, and mushroom, respectively. Table 2 reports the number of δ-TARs for seven values of δ from 0.001 (a sufficiently low error rate in our opinion) to 0.3 (a value of δ for which the number of δ-TARs is almost the same as that for δ = 1). The result shows that there is a significant reduction in the number when δ decreases from 0.001 to 0.05, while the reduction is more gradual when δ becomes greater than 0.05. However, in the worst case, the number of δ-TARs is still over an order of magnitude smaller than the other concise representations, for all the three datasets. Tables 3 and 4 report the error rate of the estimated support and confidence of the ARs that are derived from the δ-TARs. We compute the error rate as (|trueconf (or supp) − estimated conf (or supp)|)/(trueconf (or supp)). The error rates for the individual ARs are then averaged. We measure the error rate over all ARs for both pumsb * and accidents, but only over the ARs of confidence greater than 0.6 for mushroom due to the extremely large number of ARs (over 3.5 billion for ς = 0.6).
At δ = 0.001, the error rate of both estimated support and confidence is significantly smaller than δ. The result also shows that the error rate increases only slightly for large values of δ, except for accidents. This reveals a significant advantage of mining δ-TARs. The result shows that the actual error rate does not grow according to the theoretical error bound given in Theorem 5, but remains to be quite stable when δ becomes large. This is an important finding since the actual error rate at the large δ is tolerable with many applications, but we can obtain a very concise set of mining results with the large δ.
Performance at different minimum support thresholds
This experiment studies the effect of different values of σ on the performance of mining δ-TARs. We fix ς = 0 and vary σ for each dataset as shown in , which report the number of the three types of rules. The figures clearly show that for all settings of σ and all datasets, the number of δ-TARs is consistently one or nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than that of Closed ARs and NDARs. The running time and memory consumption recorded for this experiment is consistent with the trend observed in the experiment in Sect. 7.1 and in overall, all the three approaches are efficient and there is no clear winners. Same as the previous experiment, the running time and memory consumption of mining δ-TARs is roughly proportional to the number of δ-TCFIs. Thus, we omit the detailed figures.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study an effective technique for eliminating the redundancy in the set of ARs. We propose a concise set of ARs, called the δ-TARs, which we prove to be non-redundant and able to derive all ARs by a set of inference rules. In addition, we develop the δ-TAR tree that provides a practical way of allowing users to query the mining results and derive relevant knowledge on demand. Experiments verify that the set of δ-TARs is up to orders of magnitude smaller than the state-of-the-art approaches (Zaki 2004; Li and Hamilton 2004; Goethals et al. 2005 ). We also show that the δ-TAR tree is a very efficient supporting structure for generating the set of δ-TARs, deriving the ARs and querying the δ-TCFIs and FIs.
